Language Papers 1 and 2. Pick a task!
Use a paragraph from a
Watch a TV programme for 5
text book or page from Lit
mins: spot 4 facts on a topic or
book.
4 features of a character or
List 4 features of the topic
plot line.
being written about.
Read the opening
Look at a poem from your
paragraph in a chapter.
anthology. Pick 3 quotationsSelect 3 quotations about
explain how they develop the
the character/setting.
idea in the poem.
Explode the Quote: Think/
feel/ imagine
Learn your subject words
Watch a clip from a film- Write
for Structure- look in the
a PEE paragraph explaining
Snap guide or the English
how the director has created
revision guide.
tension/ atmosphere/
character/

You can keep repeating a task over a number of days.
Try a question from the
Read over your mock
Read a book!
back of the Snap guide
papers- try the question
or the English revision
again.
guide.

Paper2
Question 2

Get two snacks. Write a
summary of the similarities
or differences between
them.

Read over and learn the
sentence starters on the key
ring.

Paper1
Question 4

Make a flash card and learn
5 modal verbs and
modifiers.

Paper 2
Question 4

Look at a mock paper. Cut
out two quotations from
each article that sums up
the writer’s attitude. Now
annotate the quotation –
What is the writer thinking/
feeling/ imagining?

Write a statement about a Lit
text- To what extent do you
agree with it? Make sure
you’ve got 3 -4 quotations to
prove your point.
Try a question from the Snap
Guide or revision guide.

Pick two characters from
a Lit text and two
passages. Write a
summary of their
differences. Use SQI.
Read over and learn the
sentence starters on the
key ring.

Question 1
Both papers

Paper 1
Question2
Paper 2
Question 3

Paper1
Question 3

Read over your
Language Key ring –
learn the sentence
starters.

Read over any past
papers you have
answered- try the
question again and get
a teacher to mark it.

Learn your subject
words for Language eg
adverb, simile,
personification.
See your Snap guide!

Choose a scene from
any Lit text. Note how
the focus changes and
why—how does it make
us think/ feel/ imagine

Complete a flowchart
or storyboard about the
key events in a Lit text.
Why would the writer
have put it in that
order?
Use a past paper:
complete a venn
diagram of two places
in the texts.

Read over any past
papers you have
answered- try the
question again and get
a teacher to mark it.

Read over a past
paper- have a go at the
question again.

Try a question from the
Snap Guide or revision
guide.

Compare the attitudes
of two characters in a
Lit text. Plan it and
write it.

Read over and learn
the sentence starters
on the key ring.

Make a flashcard for
conjunctions to show
links/ differences:
however, in the same
way.

